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Exhibition Wall
Heroes: Uniting a Nation explores the inspiration behind our
popular comic book superheroes. A reflection of the real world
where superheroes are beacons of hope that people can rely
on. The exhibit begins with a section dedicated to the history
of Marvel and DC comics followed by narratives ranging from
immigration, civil rights, war propaganda, feminism, and the
atomic age.

EEDC Poster
Emancipation Economic Development Council (EEDC) is a
collaborative non profit group in Houston’s historic Third Ward.
Their goal is to revitalize and preserve the history and culture
of this Ward. This poster brochure is a tool to engage the locals
about the importance of Third Ward’s community and culture.

Emancipation Economic
Development Council

Coming Soon
Coming soon is a collaboration between University of
Houston Architecture and Graphic Design students to raise
awareness about the historical significance of Houston’s
Third Ward community and its future.

Add character to your desk with Rhibo, a pen holder inspired by the
northern white rhinoceros. With only three left in existence, this pen
holder serves as a reminder of the fragility of our ecosystem. Made
with laser-cut wood, rhibo can be painted, engraved or drawn to add
to its personality. Rhibo not only holds your pens and pencils, it can
serve as a phone stand and with its magnetic surface you can attach
small metal trinkets on its side.

Rhibo
Add character to your desk with Rhibo, a unique
penholder inspired by the northern white rhino.
Creating awareness about the species imminent
extinction with only three left in existence.

Data Visualization
The goal of the data posters is to educate
consumers about the production, consumption
and effects of palm oil on the environment. The
posters talk about the producers, consumers
and ways to contribute to a sustainable palm
oil industry.

Food Delivery Service
Kusina is a food delivery service for Philippine cuisine.
Subscribers can choose from a variety of foods from soups,
main dishes and desserts. Kusina aims to make it easier for
consumers to find ingredients for all Filipino dishes.

Wheat Product!

Pringles
Tortillas

1 Ounce, 28g
Nutrition
Alternatives
Ingredients

Pringles
Tortillas

Wheat
Plant

1 Ounce, 28g
Wheat is one of the oldest and most important

Nutrition

of the cereal crops. Of the thousands of

Alternatives

common wheat (Triticum aestivum), used to

Ingredients

Inside Goods
Inside Goods is a mobile app for shoppers who
are curious about the products they consume.
This scanner app informs users about where the
products come from, impact of production and
health related information.

Yeast
Wheat
Soy
Maltodextrin

varieties known, the most important are

filters
Vegan
Paleo
Gluten Free

make bread; durum wheat (T. durum), used in
making pasta (alimentary pastes) such as
spaghetti and macaroni; and club wheat (T.

Mediterranean
Allergies
Nuts
Fish
Soy
Wheat

Quartet Cards
Quartet cards is a card game inspired by typography. The
game teaches players the many traits and classifications of
type in a fun group competition.

Link Houston
Link Houston is a group of mobile kiosks stationed around
downtown Houston’s surrounding areas. Each kiosk has a
unique service that compliment each areas culture and history.
During big events, all kiosks will converge in one place giving
locals and visitors a taste of what Houston’s inner communities have to offer.

Link Houston Website
Link Houston’s website is a tool to find more information
about each neighborhood’s kiosks, how to visit each one and
upcoming events around the area. This website goal is to
broaden the reach of the brand and promote what Houston’s
neighborhoods has to offer.

Animating History
Animating history is a collaboration with architecture and
design students to “animate” twenty three sites in Third Ward
to engage the community about the historical importance
of their culture and to tell the stories of past communities
that lived there. 2315 Francis Street was once the site of three
dwellings. Shotgun homes along Dowling street where families
used to gather, play & participate in community events.

Chip Kidd Website
Artist website redesign is a project envisioning a reimagining
of a selected designer portfolio website.

